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PROPER HOLOMORPHIC MAPPINGS

THAT MUST BE RATIONAL

BY

STEVEN BELL

Abstract. Suppose/: Dx -» D2 is a proper holomorphic mapping between bounded

domains in C". We shall prove that under certain circumstances/must be a rational

mapping, i.e., that the n component functions/, of /are rational functions.

Theorem 1. Suppose Dx is a bounded domain in C" whose associated Bergman

kernel function is a rational function and suppose D2 is a bounded circular domain in C"

that contains the origin. Then any proper holomorphic mapping f: Dx -* D2 must be

rational.

The ball and the polydisc are examples of domains with rational kernel functions.

Later in this note, we shall prove that Rudin's domains [3] that occur as proper

images of the ball also have rational kernel functions.

The proof of the theorem uses the transformation formula for the Bergman kernel

under proper holomorphic mappings proved in [1]. Let Kx(z,w) and K2(z,w)

denote the kernel functions associated to Dx and D2. The Remmert Proper Mapping

Theorem asserts that/is a branched cover of some finite order m. Let Fx, F2,...,Fm

denote the inverses to / that are defined locally on D2 minus the image of the branch

locus under/. We shall write u = det[/'] and Uk = det[F¿]. The kernel functions

transform according to

u(z)K2(f(z),w)= ZKx(z,Fk(w))Uk(w).
k = \

The theorem will follow from the transformation formula and two lemmas, which

we now list. Let w be a fixed point in D2 and let 3a = a"/aw" denote the standard

holomorphic differential operator of order a. The first lemma concerns the linear

functional A on the space H(DX) of holomorphic functions in L2(DX) given by

Im \

Ah = da\  E Uk(h°Fk) (w).
\ k -1 /

Lemma 1 states that Ah only depends on finitely many derivatives of h at the points

in/_1(w).
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Lemma 1. Let f,, £2>- • • >L denote the points inf~1(w). There exist a positive integer

s and constants c¡ a such that

AA= t   E c^Atf/)
'=1 \ß\*s

for all h in H(DX).

Note that q < m and that Lemma 1 is only nontrivial in case q < m. To

appreciate the meaning of Lemma 1, it is instructive to consider the example

f(z) = zm which is a proper self-map of the unit disc. In this case, if w = xm + 0,

then

m m

E Uk(h » Fk) = (mx"1"1)-1 £ ir*(m-1)A(W)
fc=i /t=i

where r; = e2"'/"1. If w = 0, then this sum is equal to /!(m_1)(0)/(m - 1)!. The proof

of Lemma 1 is deferred.

The second lemma is a well-known result about circular domains that contain the

origin. A proof of Lemma 2 can be found in [2].

Lemma 2. If K(z, w) is the Bergman kernel function associated to a bounded circular

domain in C" that contains the origin, then K(z,0) is a constant function of z.

Furthermore, there is an nXn matrix of constants (atj) such that the ith coordinate

function z, can be written

m

z>= E auKJ(z,0).
7=1

Here we have used the shorthand notation Kj(z, w) = (d/dw,)K(z, w).

We shall now prove the theorem assuming the truth of the lemmas.  Let

{£,,... ,Çq} = f~l(0). Lemma 1 implies that there are constants cjß such that

/ a    m \ q

\ir:Zuk(hoFk) (0)=E   ZcjJ'hÜ,)
\       J k = \ I /=1 |P|<5

for all h in H(DX). Hence, if we differentiate the transformation formula with

respect to vv, and set w = 0, we obtain the formula

u(z)K{(f(z),0)=t    ZcißK^z,!,).
/=1 \ß\<s

Here we have written Kf(z,w) for (dß/dwß)Kx(z, w). This formula yields that

u(z)K{(f(z),0) is a rational function of z. Similarly, u(z)K2(f(z),0) is a rational

function. Finally, Lemma 2 can be used to deduce that/(z) is a constant times

ÍÍa¡Ju(z)K¡(f(z),0)\/(u(z)K2(f(z),0))

which we know to be a rational function. Theorem 1 is reduced to proving Lemma 1.
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Proof of Lemma 1. Let 6 be a C°° radially symmetric function that is supported

in the unit ball of C" with /© = 1. Let 0e(z) = E-2"@((z - w)/e) and @£a =

(_l)l«ig«0£. Note that @« is supported in the ball Bt = 77(w; e) of radius e centered at

w. Let e > 0 be small enough that Be c D2. Now

m \ Im \ _

3aE uk(hoFk) (w)= (   E uk(hoFk) ©7= /" A«(e;o/).
A = l / •/02\A = 1 / "'öl

Using this identity and the fact proved in [1] that

H@:°f)yw = ™1/2||©e1^(ß2, = (constant)*"«-'«!,

we obtain the inequality,

|AA| < (constant)e-""|a|||A||/.2(/-i(ßf)).

The Nullstellensatz implies that there are neighborhoods Nx, N2,... ,7V of

?i> ?2>- ••'??' respectively, and positive integers mx, m2, ...,mq such that

\z - U    ^\f\z)~w\    for z in TV/.

Hence/'H^) c {Jq=xB(Ç,; e1/m') for small e > 0. Therefore, if A vanishes to order 5

at each of the points Çv.. . ,L, then

||A||z/(/-'(Br)) < (constant) E £(i+"Mm').
/=i

We now have that |AA| < (constanOE^iE*''' where /, = (s + n)/(m,) - n - \a\.

Thus, by letting e -> 0, we see that A A = 0 whenever A vanishes to order s at each of

the points ?i,...,£- with 5 > Max{w/(« + |a|) - n). This finishes the proof of

Lemma 1.

Remark. If fi is a bounded domain in C, let <bQ denote the complex linear span

of the set {(da/dwa)K(z, w): w e ß; |a| > 0} where K(z, w) is the Bergman kernel

for Q. During the course of the proof of Theorem 1, the following fact was also

shown to be true.

Theorem 2. Suppose f: ñ -* D is a proper holomorphic mapping of a bounded

domain S2 in C" onto a bounded circular domain D in C" that contains the origin. Then

the components off are functions of the form s¡/s where si and s are elements of $ß.

Theorem 2 generalizes a familiar formula from one complex variable theory. If/:

S2 -» A is the Riemann mapping function of a bounded simply connected domain Q,

in C onto the unit disc A such that/(a) = 0 and/'(a) > 0, then

f(z) = tr-^2K(a,a)-

where 7<(z, w) denotes the Bergman kernel for Q and K^(z, w) = dK(z, w)/dw.

Rudin's domains. In [3], Rudin studied a class of bounded domains in C" that

arise as images of the unit ball 77 in C" under a proper holomorphic mapping. We

shall now show that Rudin's domains have rational Bergman kernel functions.

K^(z,a)      K9(a,a)

K(z,a)       K(a,a)
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Let G be a finite subgroup of the group of unitary transformations of C". Suppose

further that G is generated by the reflections that it contains. The Rudin domain RG

associated to the unitary reflection group G is defined as follows. The Chevalley-

Hilbert Theorem (see [3]) asserts that there are exactly n homogeneous G-invariant

polynomials/>,,/?2,...,/>„ which generate the ring of all G-invariant polynomials.

Define a mapping P: C" -» C via P(z) = (px(z),... ,pn(z)). Ruding proved that P

maps B properly onto P(B). The domain RG is defined to be P(B).

Let KB(z, w) denote the Bergman kernel for B and Kc(z, w) the kernel for Rc.

Since F is a branched cover of some finite order m, we may let Fx,... ,F„, denote the

local inverses to P that are defined on a dense open subset of RG. The number m is

also equal to the order of the group G. We shall write u = det[F'] and Uk = det[F'k]

as before. The kernel functions transform under P according to

m _

u(z)KG(P(z), w) = E KB(z, Fk(w)) Uk(w) .
a = i

Set z = Fj(x) in this formula and notice that P(Fj(x)) = x to obtain

m _

*c(*>vv)= E Uj(x)KB{Fj(x),Fk(wj)Uk(w).
k = \

Now sum these equations over/ to get the useful formula

m      m _

(1.1) mKG(z,w)= E   E í/7(z)/íb(f;(z),F,(w))l/,(w).
7 = 1 k = l

We shall use formula (1.1) together with the following lemma to prove that KG(z, w)

is rational.

Lemma 3. Suppose D is a bounded circular domain that contains the origin. The

kernel function KD(z, w) associated to D is rational if and only if there is a polynomial

A(z, w) on C2" and a positive integer N such that

j(jKD(z,w)A(z,w)zawtidVw\dVz = 0

for all multi-indices a and ß with \a\ + \ß\ > N.

This lemma follows easily from the fact that a function A in 7/(75) is orthogonal to

za for each a with \a\ = N if and only if (aah/dza)(Q) = 0 for all a with \a\ = N. It

should be pointed out that the monomials z" do not, in general, form an orthogonal

set in H(D). However, jDzazß = 0 whenever \a\ =£ \ß\.

^ûteG= {gx,...,gm).\.etQ(z,w)-' = U^xnUKB(gj(z),gk(w)). Notice that

Q(z, w) is a polynomial on C2" that is G x G invariant. It can be shown that the set

of G X G invariant polynomials is generated by

Fi(2),F2(z)»---.F«(^)> Px(ñ) , Pi(w) ,...,p„(w)

where (z, w) is a point in C2" = C" X C". Hence, there is a polynomial A(z, w) on

C2" such that Q(z, w) = A(P(z),P(w)).
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Since RG is a bounded circular domain that contains the origin, Lemma 3 applies.

Notice that formula (1.1) yields that

/  [f KG(z,w)A{z,w)zawßdv\dVz

=4/  [f t UJ(z)KB(Fj(z)j)u(nA(z,P(J))rP(nßdv}dV2

= ̂ fj[fKB(x,n^^A(p(x),PWu(nHxlaP(nßdVi]jdVx.

Now KB(x, Ç)A(P(x), F(f )) = KB(x, Ç)Q(x, f) is a polynomial in x and f. Hence,

if |a| + \ß\ is sufficiently large, then u(x)P(x)aP(C)ßu(C) is a homogeneous

polynomial in x and f of high degree, and the integrals above vanish. This completes

the proof that KG(z,w) is rational.

Remark. By combining Rudin's results with results of the present work, we are

able to obtain

Theorem 3. Suppose f: B -* D is a proper holomorphic mapping of the ball in C"

onto a circular domain D in C" which contains the origin. Then f = R° P »$ where P

is the Rudin polynomial mapping associated to f, R is a rational mapping which is

biholomorphic from P(B) onto D, and $ is an automorphism of the ball.
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